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1________is related to the local self  governing bodies in India.                           (1) 

(Sarkaria commission ,Motilal Neharu committe,P.K Thungan committee )

2.Who was the chairman of constituent assembly                                                                      (1)

3,.Who is the first election commissioner of India                                                                      (1)

4.Who is the exofficio chairman of Rajya Sabha                                                                        (1)

5.Ambedkar describe_______as the heart and solved the Indian constitution.                  (1)

(Preamble, article 32, article 324)

6.Which day is observed as world Human rights day                                                                (1)

7.Match the following      (4)

Judicial review.    Ireland 

Law making procedure Canada

Directive principle of state Policy UK 

Quasi federal form of government   USA

                                                                                                                                                         

8.Complete the following columns (2) 

Civil service in India

Central service
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9.Author book or cinema

Deepa Mehta water 

Aubrey Menon Ramayana re told 

Salman rushdi  the satanic versus

Martin scorses the Last temptation of Christ

                                                                                                                                                  (4)

10.Theory of justice was written by____________             .                                                        (1)

11.Rearrange the following into appropriate columns

 a.Multi member constituencies 

b.Voter vote for candidates 

c,.Large constances 

d,Voter vote for party

e,System prevails in Israyel and Netherlands 

f,Suitable for large countries (3)
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Answer any 4 questions from 12 to 16 each carries 3 scores  (4*3=12)

12.What are the significance of studying Political theory?

13.Identify the methods to amend the constitution of India

14.What are the discretionary powers of the president of India?

15.Distinguish between global citizenship and universal citizenship
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16.What are the three important principles of justice.                                                       

Answer any 4 questions from 17 to 21 .Each carries 4 scores   (4*4=16)

17.Explain about negative liberty and positive Liberty

18.What are the unitary features of Indian federalism

19.Criticism against the Indian Constitution

20.Briefly explain how principle present by JS Mill

21.Explain the various forms of structure  violence.                                             

Answer any 4 questions from 22  to 26 .Each carries 5 scores  (4*5=20)

22.Powers of supreme court of India

23.Three principals of maintaining equality

24.Powers of election commission of India and Suggest some electoral reforms

25.What are the major criticism raised against the Indian Constitution

26.What are the conflicting areas in Indian federalism.                             

Answer any 2 questions from 27 to 29 .Each carries 4 scores     (8*2=16)

27.Explain about 73 and 74th Constitution amendment of India

28.Explain about fundamental rights guaranteed by the constitution of India

29.Explain about the factors promoting nationalism.                           
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